1. I consent to New Model Agency for the storage of my Personal Data, until
I wish for the deletion of them and for a time period of at least five (5)
years, in order to process and do all the procedures required for suggesting
the MODEL to already existing or possible future clients by sending the
data as well as photos/videos in order to take part in one or more
audio/visual work, proceeding with my payments, if the MODEL is chosen
by a client, and inform me about everything that is judged by the
AGENCY as essential for keeping a proper partnership function between
the two parts(MODEL-AGENCY)
2. Suggested (but not restricted) processing procedures and use of Personal
Data include: filing data about my previous work and studies, saving my
personal data in all physical and digital means, sending videos/photos or
recorded clips to the Agency’s partners in Greece and abroad with the use
of any physical or digital means, uploading audio/visual files in the
Agency’s website and social media.
3. I agree to the Agency sharing my personal data to any clients in order to
decide the appropriateness for taking part in a job.
4. I consent to the Agency sharing my personal data to third party partners,
such as accounting companies, that require this data for the Agency’s
proper function.
5. I understand that in case I am selected for a job, the Agency will ask me
for any additional data required by the existing legislation in order to use
them for signing any related agreement.
6. I have the right to recall all mentioned above whenever I wish as well as
holding the right to submit a request to the Agency for accessing my
Personal data, correcting them, deleting them and restricting the process of
them.
7. I understand that in this case the Agency will not be able to suggest me to
any clients in order to participate in a job or proceed to the payment of any
unpaid jobs.
8. I can exert my above mentioned right by sending a registered letter-with
acknowledgement of receipt- to the Agency.
9. Suggested (but not restricted) Personal Data that the Agency will save
include: Full First and Last Name, Date of Birth, Address, Post Code,
VAT number, Tax Office, AMKA, AMA, nationality, Passport/ID
number, personal phone numbers, Bank accounts, e-mail address, name of
Father and Mother, photos/videos.
10. I agree that all mentioned above will continue to be valid in the case of
changing the legal form of the Agency (NEW MODEL) under the
condition that the new company will have MICHALAKIS MICHAIL as
partner of the company.
By agreeing to the present file I also agree that,
a. I will not reveal or spread any information I have received by the Agency
regarding any job, to any third parties, before, during or after the production.
b. I will not discuss, publish or share in any media (ex. Newspaper, radio, TV,
internet, social media etc.) negative comments about the Agency, the Client
and Production company as well as any artistic or technical partner of the
production
c. In case I violate this secrecy agreement then the Agency holds the right to ask

me for compensation proportionate to the damage my actions have caused.
I agree that the final audio/visual work that I will take part –under the
conditions of our related agreement- will be projected under no restrictions on
the websites of all production factors.

